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Abstract
When two objects are flashed at one location in close temporal proximity in the visual periphery, an intriguing
illusion occurs whereby a single flash presented concurrently at another location appears to flash twice (the
visual double-flash illusion: Chatterjee et al., 2011, Wilson & Singer, 1981). Here, for the first time, we
investigate the time course of the effect, and directly compare it to the time course of the auditory (sound-
induced flash illusion) effect, for both fission (single test flash, double inducer) and fusion (double test flash,
single inducer) conditions, across stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 30 to 250 ms. In addition, using a
novel audiovisual stimulus, we directly compare the cue strength of the two modalities, and whether they are
additive in effect. The results show that the time course of fission and fusion is different for visual inducers, but
not for auditory inducers. In audiovisual conditions, in situations of uncertainty, observers tended to follow
the more reliable (auditory) cue. There was little evidence for a superadditive effect of auditory and visual
cues; rather, observers tended to follow one or the other modality. The results suggest that the visually
induced flash illusion and the auditory-induced effect may both stem from perceptual uncertainty, with the
difference in time courses attributable to the lower temporal resolution of vision compared to audition.
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When two objects are flashed at one location in close
temporal proximity in the visual periphery, an
intriguing illusion occurs whereby a single flash
presented concurrently at another location appears to
flash twice (the visual double-flash illusion: Chatterjee
et al., 2011, Wilson & Singer, 1981). Here, for the first
time, we investigate the time course of the effect, and
directly compare it to the time course of the auditory
(sound-induced flash illusion) effect, for both fission
(single test flash, double inducer) and fusion (double
test flash, single inducer) conditions, across stimulus
onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 30 to 250 ms. In addition,
using a novel audiovisual stimulus, we directly
compare the cue strength of the two modalities, and
whether they are additive in effect. The results show
that the time course of fission and fusion is different
for visual inducers, but not for auditory inducers. In
audiovisual conditions, in situations of uncertainty,
observers tended to follow the more reliable (auditory)
cue. There was little evidence for a superadditive
effect of auditory and visual cues; rather, observers
tended to follow one or the other modality. The results
suggest that the visually induced flash illusion and the
auditory-induced effect may both stem from
perceptual uncertainty, with the difference in time
courses attributable to the lower temporal resolution
of vision compared to audition.
Introduction
The visually induced double flash illusion (VIFI) is
less well known than the sound-induced flash illusion
(SIFI; Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000; Wilson,
1987), but it offers a compelling example of visual
temporal interactions over considerable spatial dis-
tances (Chatterjee, Wu, & Sheth, 2011; Leonards &
Singer, 1997; Wilson, 1987; Wilson & Singer, 1981).
The effect occurs when two flashes in quick succession
are presented in one area of the visual field (e.g., the
upper visual field), simultaneously with a single flash in
another area (e.g., the lower visual field). The single
flash is often perceived as double (see Quicktime Movie
Demo 1).
Previous studies have shown that the VIFI is robust
for separations of up to 208 of visual angle (Wilson &
Singer, 1981), occurs both in central and peripheral
vision (Wilson, 1987), can be induced by oriented
stimuli such as Gabors, persists across different
contrast polarities of inducer and test, and survives
dichoptic presentation (Chatterjee et al., 2011).
Although the VIFI and the SIFI share a similar
visual phenomenology, it is not clear whether the two
effects share common mechanisms. Previous attempts
to explain the auditory-induced effect have mainly
invoked multisensory processes (Kawabe, 2009; Miller
& D’Esposito, 2005; Mishra, Martinez, & Hillyard,
2008; Shams et al., 2000; Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo,
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2002), such as the modality-appropriateness hypothe-
sis, the discontinuity hypothesis (that the effect of the
discontinuous modality is stronger than that of the
continuous one; Shams et al., 2002), the directed-
attention hypothesis, and the information reliability
hypothesis (Andersen, Tiippana, & Sams, 2004).
Recent accounts have tended to focus on Bayesian
integration theories, (e.g., Andersen, Tiippana, &
Sams, 2005; Shams, Ma, & Beierholm, 2005). Chat-
terjee et. al. (2011) suggest that the emergence of a
purely visual-induced version may require a reworking
of the theories behind the SIFI; however, it remains a
possibility that the two seemingly similar effects may be
at least partly unrelated.
Evidence for a common mechanism between VIFI
and SIFI is somewhat equivocal. The two effects seem
to share a similar time scale, occurring over a period of
around 100 ms separation between the onsets of the
two inducing stimuli, although the timing of the visual
effects in particular has never been extensively
explored. Wilson (1987) compared both auditory and
visual versions of the illusions (to our knowledge, the
only study so far to do so), and considered that they
were modulated by the same mechanism, suggesting
superior temporal sulcus (STS) as a possible site, since
it is thought to be responsible for temporal perception
and has large receptive fields (.208). Interestingly,
though, the authors framed the effect in terms of a
masking phenomenon rather than an illusion, and the
study is not widely discussed in studies of the SIFI. In
seeking a physiological site for the effect, Wilson cites
Phillips, Zeki, and Barlow (1984) who suggested that
distinct, mutually inhibitory types of neuron in STS
that could be responsive to ‘‘flickering’’ or ‘‘non-
flickering’’ visual stimuli. However, this study offered a
model framework rather than physiological data. The
more recent work on perception of the SIFI centers on
decisions about the number of flashes presented, rather
than whether a stimulus is flickering; but, STS is still a
strong candidate for both illusions, as it is also
considered a multisensory area (Meredith, Nemitz, &
Stein, 1987; Shahin, Bishop, & Miller, 2009; Watkins,
Shams, Tanaka, Haynes, & Rees, 2006).
Other evidence suggests the VIFI and the SIFI differ
in important ways. Chatterjee et al. (2011), for
example, cite the fact that they did not find fusion for
VIFI (two flashes seen as one), although this is a
common finding in the SIFI (Andersen et al., 2004,
2005; Kawabe, 2009; Mishra et al., 2008; Shams et al.,
2005) as evidence for different mechanisms. It is
relevant here to note that some studies using appar-
ently very similar stimuli do not report fusion (Innes-
Brown & Crewther, 2009; Shams et al., 2000; Watkins
et al., 2006). The reason for this inconsistency is not
clear. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between
the inducing beeps is typically about 50–60 ms in most
recent studies; timing between visual double flashes is
usually about the same, and to our knowledge the SOA
between stimuli has never been systematically manip-
ulated for VIFI. For the SIFI, Shams et al. reported
that the effect declined from 70 ms separation onwards
(Shams et al., 2002) and persisted when auditory and
visual stimuli are separated by up to about 100 ms,
consistent with the integration time of multisensory
neurons (although superior colliculus neurons can also
show integration periods up to 300 ms; Meredith et al.,
1987). A similar tolerance of around 50–100 ms is
reported for the visually induced effect (Wilson &
Singer, 1981). In addition, the SIFI showed similar
effects when the inducing sound was presented before
or after the test flash. However, to our knowledge the
only study to have compared the two effects with
similar stimuli was that of Wilson (1987, a study
seldom cited in discussions of the SIFI), although he
did not examine the time courses of the auditory and
visual effects. Indeed, the time course of the visual
illusion with regard to the SOA of the inducing flashes
has never been explored, and the timing of the two
effects has never been compared in a single study.
Movie 1. An example of the visually induced double flash
illusion (VIFI). When fixating in the center of the image, the
observer may perceive a double flash both above and below
fixation, when in fact there is only a single flash below fixation.
In this example, the lower flash is synchronous with the first
upper flash.
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In this study, we measured the time course of the
VIFI and the SIFI by varying the SOA of the inducing
flashes. First, we examined whether the visually
induced effect persisted when the first inducing flash
occurred before the target flash. Shams et al. (2002)
found a symmetrical effect for the SIFI (see their figure
7) when the inducing beeps occurred either before or
after the test flash, but this has not been investigated
with the VIFI. Second, we directly compared the time
course for auditory and visual inducers presented
separately or together. Thus for the first time we used
an identical paradigm to study the time course of both
auditory- and visual-induced flash illusions, the relative
strength of each cue, and whether they might be sub- or
superadditive. The results help to elucidate the extent to
which common mechanisms underlie both effects, and
how they interact. We used an objective approach to
measure the effect. Fusion trials (a single inducing flash
synchronous with either the first or second of two test
flashes) and fission trials (a single test flash synchro-
nous with the first or second inducer flash) were
interleaved with ‘‘catch’’ trials in which single or double
flashes will be presented at both locations, and
participants were informed that there were equal
numbers of double- and single-flash trials, to attempt to
minimize any biased response strategy. We also
adjusted for any existing bias (to respond ‘‘one’’ or
‘‘two’’) by adjusting participants’ responses according
to their level of accuracy on a separate ‘single-flash/
double-flash’ discrimination task with no inducing
flashes. To foreshadow our results, for the VIFI, we
found a symmetrical effect for inducing flashes
presented before or after the test flash; the VIFI was
present for both fission and fusion, but declined more
rapidly for fusion across longer SOAs. Auditory-
induced effects were stronger, did not differ between
fission and fusion, and also declined across SOAs to
around 110 ms. Audiovisual inducers produced a very
similar effect to auditory-only inducers, showing the
effect was not additive across modalities, and when the
two were in conflict, observers tended to follow the
auditory rather than the visual inducers. We examine




The ten observers (six males) were two of the authors
(LTB and DMA), two experienced but naı̈ve observers,
and six naı̈ve undergraduate student participants who
were compensated for their time. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Ten participated in the V-
induced conditions, eight in the AV-induced and eight
in the A-induced conditions; the two fewer participants
were from the undergraduate group. All gave informed
written consent. The study was approved by the
University of Sydney Ethics Board and conformed to
the Declaration of Helsinki.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were programmed in Matlab version
7.9.0.529 (R2009b) using Psychtoolbox (Brainard,
1997; Pelli, 1997), and displayed on a Sony Trinitron
Multiscan G500 CRT monitor with a refresh rate of
100 Hz. The monitor was linearized in software to
correct for display gamma, and a Bitsþþ digital-to-
analogue converter (Cambridge Research Systems,
Rochester, Kent, UK) was used to enable finer control
of contrast levels. Visual stimuli were light-colored
Gaussian blobs with a standard deviation of 0.748,
presented for a single frame on a gray background,
5.678 above and below a dark fixation cross. (Note that
although a frame is generally reported as 10 ms for a
100 Hz refresh rate, the actual duration of the flash is
estimated to be much shorter, in the region of 2–3 ms,
due to the phosphor decay rate of the CRT monitor;
Elze, 2010). Thus we report SOAs rather than inter-
stimulus intervals (ISIs), as the onset timing of each
stimulus is known more precisely than the offset. The
position of the flashes on the screen was jittered slightly
on each trial to avoid luminance adaptation effects, and
the luminance of each flash was also varied randomly
over a range of Michelson contrast ranging from 0.3 to
0.7, to avoid participants guessing the number of
flashes based on luminance alone. Minimum luminance
was 0.26 cd/m2 and maximum luminance was 67.3 cd/
m2, with mean luminance at 33.7 cd/m2. Auditory
stimuli were brief tones of 1568 Hz, presented at ; 75
dB (measured from head position) for 10 ms with raised
cosine on/off ramps, and were presented from a single
speaker placed on top of the monitor. Participants sat
in a darkened room 57 cm from the display, supported




Participants were instructed to fixate on a fixation
cross in the center of the screen and report whether one
or two flashes were seen in the lower visual field on each
trial. They were informed that there would be an equal
number of trials with one or two flashes in the lower
visual field, and that the distractor flashes in the upper
visual field or the auditory beeps were irrelevant to the
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report and should be ignored. Thus, they would direct
selective visual attention to the lower visual field where
the target flashes would be presented. For the V-
induced condition, there were six trial types (illustrated
in Figure 1). There were two ‘‘fission’’ conditions, in
which a single test flash was synchronous with either
the first or the second inducer flash, and two ‘‘fusion’’
conditions, in which a single inducing flash was
synchronous with either the first or the second of two
test flashes. In addition there were two sets of ‘‘catch’’
trials in which the inducing and test flashes were both
presented either once or twice, to control for expecta-
tion effects, lapses, and response bias. In addition, there
were separate blocks of control trials in which only the
test flashes were presented, without inducers. SOAs
between the double flashes (both test and inducer)
varied between 30 ms and 250 ms, in steps of 20 ms.
Each experimental block contained randomly inter-
Figure 1. Conditions in the visually induced flash illusion (VIFI) experiment. (a) Fission with test synchronous with first inducing flash;
(b) Fission with test synchronous with second inducing flash; (c) Fusion with inducer synchronous with first test flash; (d) Fusion with
inducer synchronous with second test flash; (e) ‘‘Catch 1’’ trials; (f) ‘‘Catch 2’’ trials. Note that the lower flash/es were always the test
stimuli, while the upper flash/es were always the inducing stimuli.
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Figure 2. Conditions in the A-induced (a–d) and AV-induced (e–h) experiments. (a) ‘‘Catch 1’’ trials, analogous with 1e; (b) ‘‘fission’’
trials, analogous with 1a; (c) ‘‘Catch 2’’ trials, analogous with 1f; (d) ‘‘fusion’’ trials, analogous with 1c; (e) AV conflict: double visual
inducer, single test flash and single sound, synchronous with the test. (f) AV-induced fission: Single test flash and two sounds,
synchronous with visual inducers (upper). (g) AV conflict: single visual inducer, two sounds, synchronous with the test flashes (lower).

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leaved trials of 10 of each trial type at each of the 12
SOAs. Each subject ran at least four blocks, giving at
least 40 trials for each data point.
In the A-induced trials, the syntax of the experi-
mental design was identical to the V-induced, with the
difference that the (irrelevant) inducers were now
auditory instead of visual. In these trials, inducing
beeps were always synchronous with the first test flash,
since preliminary data analysis (see also Shams et al.,
2002) indicated that there was no difference between
first- and second-flash conditions. Thus there were four
trial types in the SIFI conditions: fission, fusion, and
‘‘catch’’ trials where there was either a single inducing
beep synchronous with a single test flash or a double
inducing beep synchronous with a double test flash (see
Figure 2a through 2d).
In the AV-induced conditions, test flashes, as above
described for the A-induced condition, were always
synchronous with the first inducing flash/beep. In the
fusion conditions, the single inducing flash was
synchronous with the first test flash. In these condi-
tions, the beep/s was/were synchronous with the
inducing flashes in the upper field (Figure 2f and 2h); in
the ‘‘AV conflict’’ conditions, the beep/s were syn-
chronous with the test flash or flashes in the lower
visual field (Figure 2e and 2g), while the inducing
flashes remained as above.
Results
First, the results were adjusted for individual ability
to veridically report the number of flashes without
inducing flashes or sounds at each temporal separation;
in other words, performance was measured relative to
individual baselines collected in the control conditions.
Then the adjusted proportion of veridical trials was
converted into a measure of the proportion of trials on
which an effect (either fission of fusion) was evident
(that is, the size of the induced effect compared to
nonveridical reports without inducer). The results for
the visual-only inducer conditions are plotted in Figure
3. Conditions in which the test flash was synchronous
with either the first or the second inducing flash were not
significantly different. This is in line with the auditory-
only inducer condition (see above and Shams et al.,
2002). For the ‘‘fission’’ conditions, a two-way, repeat-
ed-measures ANOVA, with interval (first or second)
and SOA (with 12 levels) as factors, revealed no
significant difference between test flashes which were
synchronous with first and second inducer flashes,
F(1,9)¼ 0.03, p¼ 0.878, nor was there any interaction
between SOA and interval, F(11,99)¼ 2.11, p¼ 0.095,
using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction for departure
from sphericity. These conditions were thus pooled
across first and second intervals, and a one-way,
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect
of SOA, F(1,9)¼ 7.17, p¼ 0.007, using Greenhouse-
Geisser corrections. Comparing the mean at each SOA
to 0 (100% correct, adjusting for performance in the
control conditions), and controlling for multiple com-
parisons, there was a significant effect at SOAs up to 110
ms. This is, interestingly, quite comparable with the
data for the SIFI provided in Shams et al. (2002).
Turning to the visual-only fusion conditions, it is
clear from the results (see Figure 3a and 3c) that the
effect of fusion occurs most strongly at the very
shortest inter-stimulus interval of 20 ms, dropping very
quickly to baseline at around 50–70 ms. Again, there
was no significant difference between conditions where
the single inducer was synchronous with the first or
second test flash [no main effect of order, F(1, 9)¼ .77,
p¼ 0.402, and no interaction between order and SOA,
F(11, 99)¼1.05, p¼0.408], so these values were pooled.
The overall one-way ANOVA on the adjusted values
for fusion was significant, F(1,9) ¼ 10.44, p ¼ 0.001,
corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser method.
Comparing the mean at each SOA to 0, again, and
correcting for multiple comparisons, there was a
significant effect only at SOAs of 30, t(9)¼ 5.03, p¼
0.012, adjusted; 70, t(9)¼ 5.04, p¼ 0.012; and 110 ms,
t(9)¼ 4.09, p¼ 0.042, but the differences from 0 at the
longer two SOAs (70 and 110) were very small (0.03
and 0.025, respectively).
In a further analysis, we compared the results for
fission and fusion conditions in a two-way, repeated-
measures ANOVA, with condition (fission vs. fusion)
and SOA (12 different SOAs) as factors. There was a
main effect of SOA, F(1,9)¼ 22.68, p¼ 0.001, but no
main effect of condition, F(1,9)¼ 4.39, p¼ 0.07;
however, there was a significant interaction between
condition and SOA, F(11,99)¼ 3.11, p¼ 0.048,
corrected. In essence, these results show that the two
effects showed a different time course, with the peak of
the fusion effect occurring at very short SOAs of 30 ms,
whereas the peak of the fission effect occurs at 50 ms
and declines more slowly till around 110 ms. This would
explain why fusion was not shown in the Chatterjee et
al. (2011) study, which used SOAs of 67 ms.
However, it could be noteworthy that the difference
in the time course between fission and fusion might be
 
(h) AV-induced fusion: single sound, synchronous with visual inducing flash (upper). Note: The location of speakers is only for
reference, as the real location was always above the monitor (see text).
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introduced by the baseline correction. One important
difference in the baseline for the fusion condition
(double-flashes) is that with smaller SOAs only one
stimulus might be perceived regardless of the presence
of the single inducing flash. Thus we examined the
uncorrected data in an identical analysis to the analysis
above. Interestingly, although the main effect of SOA is
still significant, F(1,9) ¼ 20.26, p , 0.0001, there is no
main effect of condition, F(1,9) ¼ 1.16, p ¼ 0.309, and
importantly, no interaction between condition and
SOA, F(11,99) ¼ 1.97, p ¼ 0.174, Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected. This suggests that the difference in time
course between fission and fusion for the VIFI might be
due to an inequality in the baseline conditions (poor
resolution for double flashes at the shortest SOAs)
rather than a fundamental difference between the two
conditions.
In the A-induced (SIFI) conditions (Figure 4a),
where inducers were auditory tones only, the fission
and fusion conditions were not significantly different in
their time course—there was no main effect of
condition (fission vs. fusion), F(1, 7)¼ 0.02, p¼ 0.899,
and no interaction between condition and SOA,
F(11,77) ¼ 0.64, p ¼ 0.788. There was a main effect of
SOA, F(11,77) ¼ 15.95, p , 0.001, which showed
significant linear (p¼ 0.005) and quadratic (p¼ 0.001)
trends, indicating that the effect reduced over time and
then flattened out, as expected. For fission, comparing
the effects to 0 again, effects for up to 90 ms SOA were
significant, whereas for fusion the effects were only
significant up to 70 ms.
In the AV-induced conditions, where auditory tones
were synchronous with the visual inducing flashes (AV-
induced fission and fusion; Figure 2f and 2h; Figure 4b)
the results were very similar—there was no main effect
of condition, F(1, 7) ¼ 1.52, p¼ 0.257, and no
interaction between condition and SOA, F(11,77)¼
0.96, p¼ 0.491, though there was a main effect of SOA,
Figure 3. Results for 10 participants in the V-induced conditions, adjusted for performance using the control conditions (see beginning
of Results section). (a) Fusion conditions, comparing the inducer synchronous with first or second test flash; (b) Fission conditions,
comparing the test synchronous with first or second inducer flash; (c) Mean of first and second conditions for both fission and fusion.
Error bars show 61 standard error.
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F(11, 77)¼ 12.63, p ¼ 0.002, Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected. This main effect showed significant linear (p
¼ 0.006) and quadratic (p ¼ 0.001) trends, indicating
that the effect again reduced over time and flattened
out, as above. Comparing the effects against 0 as
above, only the two shortest were significant for fission
(up to 50 ms) and the three shortest for fusion (up to 70
ms). There were also significant effects for fusion at 230
ms and 250 ms, probably due to observers forming a
response decision before the second test flash occurred.
The similarity between A-induced and AV-induced
effects suggests that once auditory inducers are present,
additional visual inducers have little or no extra effect.
These conditions are compared more directly below.
As outlined in the Introduction, we were also
interested to see how the different inducer modalities
compared to each other (visual inducers, auditory
inducers, and audiovisual inducers). Thus, two-way,
repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to compare
these three conditions across all SOAs, for both fission
and fusion conditions. These analyses were carried out
only on the eight participants who completed all three
conditions. For the fission conditions (Figure 5a), there
was a main effect of modality, F(2,14)¼ 3.89, p¼ 0.045,
and of SOA, F(11,77)¼ 10.93, p ¼ 0.005 (corrected
using Greenhouse-Geisser), and a significant interac-
tion between modality and SOA, F(22, 154)¼ 2.16, p¼
0.004. Essentially, the time course of the effect was
different over the different modalities. A supplemen-
tary analysis of the audiovisual and auditory conditions
alone showed a significant main effect of modality,
F(1,7)¼ 11.1, p¼ 0.013, and of SOA, F(11,77)¼ 10.89,
p¼ 0.005, corrected, but no interaction between
modality and SOA, p ¼ 0.646, corrected. Somewhat
surprisingly, the purely A (auditory double) inducers
produced more nonveridical reports than combined AV
inducers across the entire time course, but the time
course of the effects did not differ.
Turning to the fusion conditions (Figure 5b), there
was no main effect of modality, F(2,14)¼2.69, p¼0.11,
Figure 4. Auditory-only (SIFI) (a) and audiovisual (b) conditions
for fusion (blue solid lines) and fission (red dashed lines)
conditions, averaged over eight observers, and adjusted for
control performance as above. Error bars show 61 standard
error.
Figure 5. Results for the visual-only (VIFI), auditory-only inducer
(SIFI), and audiovisual-induced conditions, adjusted for bias
using the control conditions. Error bars show 61 standard
error. (a) Fission trials, with a single test flash and double
inducer; (b) Fusion conditions, with a double test flash and
single inducer (visual, auditory, or combined AV).
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but there was a significant main effect of SOA, F(11,77)
¼ 8.05, p ¼ 0.002, corrected, and a significant
interaction between modality and SOA, F(22,154) ¼
3.81, p ¼ 0.018, corrected. The interaction showed
significant linear (p¼ 0.042) and quadratic (p¼ 0.005)
trends. Again, a supplementary analysis of the auditory
and audiovisual conditions showed a main effect of
SOA, F(11,77)¼ 9.54, p¼ 0.001, corrected, but no main
effect of modality (p ¼ 0.128) and no interaction
between modality and SOA (p¼ 0.704).
Also of interest is a comparison across modalities of
all the conditions in which the inducer was congruent
with the test flash (in the visual conditions, these were
the ‘‘catch trials’’; in the A-induced conditions they
were labeled as ‘‘congruent’’ trials, and in the AV-
induced as ‘‘AV conflict,’’ since the auditory inducer
conflicted with the visual inducer. Note that ‘‘catch’’
trials were not included in previous data analyses). This
enables us to examine whether an additional flash or
sound leads to more veridical performance compared
to baseline performance. In other words, were partic-
ipants more likely to correctly distinguish between
single and double flashes with the extra information
provided by inducing sounds or flashes, which are
congruent with the test flash/es? First, looking at the A-
and V-induced trials in which there was a single test
flash (these were referred to as ‘‘fission’’ trials in
conditions where there were double inducers), the
results are averaged across all trials, as SOAs were not
relevant where there was only a single test flash and a
single co-occurring inducer. Results are plotted in
Figure 6a. Adding a single inducing flash to the control
(referred to as ‘‘catch 1’’ trials), interestingly, did not
increase veridical reports over baseline (p¼ 0.943), i.e.,
observers were not more likely to veridically report a
single flash in the lower visual field if it was
accompanied by a single inducing flash. Adding sound
produced slightly better performance than baseline, but
this difference was not significant (p ¼ 0.196).
More informative in addressing whether participants
will follow auditory or visual information when both
are present but in conflict, the AV conflict condition
consisted of a single test flash, a single irrelevant beep
(congruent with the test flash; see Figure 2a) and a
double irrelevant flash. In this case, SOA is relevant.
Results are plotted in Figure 6a. A one-way, repeated-
measures ANOVA on these values showed no signif-
icant main effect of SOA, F(11,77)¼ 2.109, p ¼ 0.11,
corrected. Interestingly, though, all of the means are
below 0, meaning participants were more likely to
report (veridically) a single test flash in this condition
than in the single-flash control condition, regardless of
SOA.
In the case of double test flashes, Figure 6b plots
the effect (compared to baseline) in the conditions
where there were two inducing flashes or two
Figure 6. Comparison of all different modality conditions in
which the inducers were congruent with the test flashes, for
single (a) and double (b) test flash conditions. (a) Visual and
auditory conditions (‘‘catch 1;’’ see Figures 1e and 2a) consisted
of a single test flash occurring simultaneously with single
inducing flash or beep (shown by blue and green lines—shaded
area shows 61 standard error; SOA is irrelevant in these
conditions, and thus means are plotted across all SOAs for
illustrative purposes). AV conflict conditions (see Figure 2e),
shown by green dotted lines, consisted of a single test flash, a
single beep synchronous with the test flash, but two inducing
flashes . (b) As above, visual- and auditory-only conditions
consisted of two test flashes and two inducing flashes or beeps
(Figures 1f and 2c). In the AV conflict conditions, there was a
single inducting flash in the upper visual field, as in the VIFI
‘‘fusion’’ conditions (see Figure 1c), but two beeps synchronous
with the test flashes (see Figure 2g); it is clear that the
participants follow the auditory information in this case, and
the ‘‘fusion’’ effect is abolished. Note that all conditions are
corrected for baseline levels of veridical report.
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inducing sounds congruent with the double test flash
(‘‘check 2 conditions’’; Figures 1f and 2c); or in the
AV-induced (‘‘AV conflict’’) conditions, two inducing
sounds and a single inducing flash; see Figure 2g.
Only at the shortest SOA (30 ms) is there a difference
between the conditions; here, adding two inducing
sounds with the single inducing flash produces
slightly better performance than baseline, while
adding additional congruent flashes seems, surpris-
ingly, to produce slightly worse performance than
baseline. A two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA on
the congruent data showed no significant main effect
of modality or SOA (p . 0.5), but a significant
interaction between modality and SOA, F(2,22) ¼
3.266, p¼ 0.017, corrected for nonsphericity. Post hoc
comparisons at the shortest SOA showed A-induced
and AV-induced conditions did not differ signifi-
cantly, t(7) ¼ 0.168, p ¼ 0.871; there was a trend
towards a significant difference between AV and V-
only conditions, t(7) ¼ 2.197, p ¼ 0.064, but only the
difference between A-induced and V-induced was
significant, t(7) ¼ 2.6, p ¼ 0.035.
Taken all together, the results seem to show that
combining both visual and auditory inducers does not
produce an additive effect (Figure 5), but in fact
produces an effect with a strength somewhere between
the auditory and visual effects, suggesting that in this
condition observers might have been following either
the visual or the auditory cues, rather than combining
them. For instance, do individuals whose visual
temporal resolution is less precise have more of a
tendency to follow the auditory stimuli in audiovisual
trials? This is not possible to distinguish on the level
of the grand average, and so the question was
addressed with a correlation analysis. If this were the
case, then there should be a negative correlation
between proportion of nonveridical responses at 30
ms SOA in the visual double flash control condition,
indexing the level of individual temporal resolution of
double-flashes, and proportion of ‘‘two flashes’’
responses in the conflict trials in the AV conditions
(where there was a single test flash in the lower visual
field accompanied by a single beep, but two inducing
flashes in the upper visual field; Figure 2e). Con-
versely, there might also be a similar correlation
between nonveridical responses on the double flash
control conditions and ‘‘two flashes’’ responses in the
‘‘fusion’’ conflict conditions (where there were two
test flashes, two beeps, but only a single inducing flash
in the upper visual field). In this case, the correlation
would be positive, since ‘‘two flashes’’ would repre-
sent a veridical answer. The most useful method here
is to examine correlations between the double flash
control conditions and the differences between V-
induced conditions and AV-conflict conditions for the
same visual situation (see Figures 1a and 2e for
fission, Figures 1c and 2g for fusion); in other words,
observers might have been relatively more influenced
by the visual cue if their visual temporal resolution
were more precise or less influenced by the irrelevant
auditory information (i.e., fewer nonveridical re-
sponses in the control condition), but this was not the
case; r(7)¼0.532, p¼0.174 for fission; r(7)¼0.546, p
¼ 0.161 for fusion. Thus it does not seem that, at the
shortest SOA, observers with higher temporal reso-
lution are more influenced by the visual cue in
situations of cue conflict. Correlations at longer SOAs
were considered problematic because of restriction of
range effects (most values were very close to 0 across
observers).
The difference between different inducer modalities
in the ‘‘Fission’’ conditions (Figure 5a) also becomes
most apparent at the shortest SOA (30 ms), where
visual inducers seem to show a somewhat weaker effect
whereas auditory and audiovisual inducers show
similar effects. Thus we tested whether individual
participants’ responses at the shortest SOA (30 ms) for
the AV-induced condition were more closely correlated
with their responses on the A-induced or V-induced
conditions. There was a significant correlation between
AV-induced and A-induced conditions, r(7)¼0.925, p¼
0.001, but no significant correlation between AV-
induced and V-induced conditions, r(7)¼ 0.433, p ¼
0.283. These correlations were significantly different, p
¼ 0.014 (two-tailed). The correlation between AV- and
A-induced conditions was still significant at 50 ms, r(7)
¼ .760, p¼ 0.029, but had disappeared by 70 ms, r(7)¼
0.615, p¼ 0.105.
Control experiment: Disks
compared to Gaussian blobs
In almost all previous experiments, both with the
SIFI and VIFI, the test stimuli have been hard-edged
disks rather than Gaussian blobs. Although our stimuli
would have had similar temporal profiles to those used
earlier, it could be the case that the broader range of
spatial frequencies in hard-edged disks could render
them more salient to the observer, possibly increasing
the inducing effect of visual flashes. Thus we repeated
the experiment with six observers (three new), using the
same equipment and procedure as in the earlier trials,
but interleaving trials with hard-edged disks and trials
with Gaussian blob stimuli randomly, and only
sampling SOAs up to 130 ms where we expected the
strongest effects, based on previous results. Moreover,
we included a shorter SOA since we were interested
whether, due to the limits of temporal resolution, this
would increase or decrease the illusion.
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Results
There was no significant difference between disk and
Gaussian stimuli for either fission or fusion conditions
(see Figure 7); main effect of stimulus was F(1,5) ¼
0.44, p ¼ 0.538 for fission, F(1,5) ¼ 2.45, p ¼ 0.178 for
fusion. Both showed a significant effect of SOA, F(6,
30)¼ 2.73, p¼ 0.031 for fission, and F(6, 30)¼ 2.98, p¼
0.021 for fusion. In neither condition was there a
significant interaction between SOA and stimulus type.
Again, the time course for fission and fusion was
significantly different, and showed the same pattern as
in the main experiment—there was a significant
interaction between condition (fission vs. fusion) and
SOA, F(6,30)¼ 3.54, p¼ 0.024, corrected. Interestingly,
at the shortest SOAs of 20 ms, not previously tested,
fission decreased further and fusion increased (com-
pared to 30 ms SOA).
Any difference between the stimulus types could
possibly have been obscured by a difference in temporal
resolution at baseline (without inducing flashes). As
this would also be highly informative about the relative
salience of the stimuli (hard-edged disks, if more
salient, should be more easy to distinguish at baseline),
we also performed a repeated-measures ANOVA on
the baseline data for double flashes, comparing
Gaussians and disks. There was no significant effect of
stimulus, F(1,5) ¼ 1.29, p¼ 0.308, and no interaction
between stimulus and SOA, F(6,30)¼ 1.63, p¼ 0.252,
corrected. Participants were also not significantly more
or less likely to veridically report a single flash in the
disk compared to Gaussian control conditions, t(5) ¼
0.43, p ¼ 0.688.
Discussion
We set out to explore the time course of both the
auditory-induced and visually induced flash and fusion
illusions, and the influence of the modality of the
inducers. In addition, for the first time, we directly
compared auditory and visual effects for both fission
and fusion, and the relative contribution of both cues
to the combined effect. In general, auditory inducers
produced stronger effects than visual inducers, and in a
bimodal-inducer situation, when the inducers conflicted
temporally, participants’ responses tended to follow the
auditory cue. Both fission and fusion illusions declined
with temporal separation, up to around 100 ms for
most conditions, though over a shorter time for purely
visual fusion conditions.
Visual inducers
Firstly, in the visual-only condition, similar to the
results found by Shams et al. (2002), there was no
difference in the visual fission effect when the test flash
was synchronous with the second, rather than the first
inducing flash, suggesting that the inducers are effective
within a certain time window rather than depending on
a certain phase relationship with the test flash (pilot
testing suggested that placing the test flash between the
two inducers in time produced similar results). Simi-
larly, for the fusion effect, there was no difference
between conditions where the inducer was synchronous
with the first or the second test flash. Again, this is in
line with the notion that inducers in general need not be
phase-locked with the test flashes. One explanation
advanced by Chatterjee et al. (2011) is that there might
Figure 7. Results from the control experiment comparing the
effect of hard-edged disks with Gaussian blob stimuli in the VIFI
for (a) fission and (b) fusion. Solid lines show Gaussians and
dotted lines show disk stimuli. The stimuli did not differ
significantly, and, interestingly, the results from the original
experiment were replicated, with fission and fusion showing
different time courses. We also included a shorter (20 ms) SOA,
which shows relatively stronger fusion and weaker fission.
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be recurrent processing from higher visual areas which
modulate the effect. If only online low-level visual
processes were involved, it would be expected that the
second inducing flash would affect a test flash seen
earlier, but not one seen at the same time as the second
inducer. If this were the case, it seems unlikely that
recurrent processing would be a sufficient explanation
of the effect.
The second interesting result from the visual-only
inducers is that we found a fusion effect at the shortest
SOAs, declining to baseline at around 60 ms. This
would explain why a fusion effect was not seen in
Chatterjee et al.’s (2011) experiments, as their stimuli
were only presented with a SOA of 67 ms. The fact that
the time course of this effect is significantly different
from that of the fission effect indicates that the results
cannot be merely due to response bias, since if
observers had resorted to a biased response strategy
(e.g., always responding ‘‘one,’’ or always ‘‘two’’), this
should not have differed markedly with SOA for the
two different conditions, which were presented in equal
numbers of trials, randomly interleaved. The issue of
response bias is discussed further below.
Auditory inducers
Since the temporal resolution of audition is much
greater than vision, it is not surprising that auditory
inducers produced a much stronger effect than visual
inducers at the shortest SOAs. It seems likely that,
given uncertainty about the number of events at these
short separations, auditory would be weighted more
heavily (Alais & Burr, 2004; Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004). It
is interesting that the induced fusion effect was as
strong as fission in both the auditory and the AV
conditions, in contrast to the visual-only effect and to
several previous studies of the SIFI (Innes-Brown &
Crewther, 2009; Shams et al., 2000; Watkins et al.,
2006). The reasons for this are not clear; Innes-Brown
et al. (2009) suggest that their lack of fusion effects
might be due to either timing characteristics (their
auditory stimuli were presented slightly before the
flashes) or monitor technology (stimuli were presented
on a CRT as opposed to LCD monitors used in some
of the studies that found fusion, which may have led to
more easily distinguished flashes). Since, like Innes-
Brown et al., we used a CRT (at an even higher refresh
rate—100 Hz), the timing offset explanation seems
more likely. It could also be that our auditory stimuli
had higher salience compared to our visual stimuli,
since we used Gaussian blobs on a gray background
rather than hard-edged white discs on a black
background as in many previous experiments. The
latter would open an interesting line of thought since it
would open an interpretation that the relative salience
of irrelevant inducer dimension and relevant target
dimension influence the strength of the illusion (the
illusion is greater for inducers that are more salient
relative to the targets). Chatterjee et al. (2011) used
both hard-edged disks and Gabor stimuli, and found
similar results, although the effect for the Gabor stimuli
was somewhat smaller. However, this does not speak to
possible timing differences between detection rates for
the different stimuli, which could occur with higher
salience of disk stimuli; in our control experiment, we
directly compared the two types of stimuli and did not
find differences.
Audiovisual inducers
It is interesting that introducing visual inducers
concurrent with the auditory inducers (Figure 2f and
2h; Figure 5, green dotted lines) did not produce an
additive or superadditive effect, but rather seemed to
result in effects somewhere between auditory-only and
visual-only inducers, at least at the shorter SOAs. This
seems to indicate that observers may have been
following a single modality (either auditory or visual)
in making a perceptual decision, rather than combining
the modalities. This is discussed further below.
Also informative are the conditions in which visual
and auditory stimuli were in conflict (Figure 2e and 2g;
Figure 6, green dotted lines). In these cases, the visual
stimuli were identical to those in the visual-inducer
conditions (Figure 1a and 1c), but sounds were added
that were congruent with the test flashes, either single
or double. It is clear that in the conflict conditions, the
observers tend to follow the auditory cue: That is, they
are more likely to veridically report a single or double
test flash if it is accompanied by a congruent (single or
double) sound. In both single and double test flash
conditions, the results very closely follow the auditory-
only inducer (congruent) conditions (blue lines) across
all SOAs, where there was a single or double test flash
synchronous with single or double beeps (that is,
‘‘catch’’ trials). This suggests that the visual inducers
could be weaker in salience than the auditory inducers,
a conclusion which is also supported by the smaller
number of nonveridical reports for the visual-only
inducer conditions (Figure 5). As mentioned above, the
spatial characteristics of the visual stimuli may have
been a factor here, although Chatterjee et al. (2011)
found the effect was robust across a number of spatial
manipulations, including Gabor stimuli not dissimilar
to our Gaussians; however, it is worth noting that their
effects for Gabors were weaker than those for hard-
edged stimuli (p. 7, Figure 5).
It is worth noting that adding synchronous visual
flashes (the ‘‘catch 1’’ and ‘‘catch 2’’ conditions; Figure
6, red lines) also produces veridical reports that are not
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different from baseline condition. The only exception is
that veridical reports are slightly reduced for the
shortest SOA in the visual double test flash condition
(Figure 6b). This is probably due to the poor temporal
resolution of vision making discrimination of double
inducing flashes difficult at the shortest SOA, thus
reducing their effect. This can also be seen in the
reduced visual effect at 30 ms SOA in Figure 5a.
Fission compared to fusion
As outlined in the Introduction, one of our main
interests was the nature of the fission and fusion effect.
Are they related by common mechanisms or not? The
results of the ANOVAs comparing fission and fusion
showed that the time course of these effects was
significantly different for visual inducers (i.e., there
was a significant interaction between condition and
SOA) but not for auditory inducers (SIFI) or
combined (AV) inducers. Fusion is also weaker than
fission for visual but not for auditory or AV inducer
conditions. This pattern of results is consistent with
the suggestion by Chatterjee et al. (2011) that the
visually induced and auditory induced illusions are
caused by at least partly different underlying mecha-
nisms. However, the difference may also be caused by
the differences in temporal acuity for visual and
auditory inducers, in combination with differences in
the baseline conditions; an analysis of the uncorrected
fission and fusion results for the VIFI showed the time
courses were no longer different. Thus a more
parsimonious explanation might be that the two
effects stem from a common mechanism.
It could be asked whether the occurrence of fission
and fusion effects are largely due to high perceptual
uncertainty, such as occurs at small SOAs (temporal
uncertainty window), especially for visual targets. This
might be also one explanation as to why the flash
illusion has been observed for visual targets but not for
auditory targets (although see Andersen et al., 2004). In
this case, observers might develop a higher probability
to follow the number of events in the irrelevant
dimension, especially when the saliency is higher in the
irrelevant dimension, to one of the two response
categories (one flash or two flashes) because although
the inducers were not attended, they may have
processed by the system to a certain degree. If, for the
visual inducer case, the location could not well enough
established, this would lead to a random response.
Thus, it might be likely that within the temporal
uncertainty window, participants bind the wrong
information (temporal misbinding compared to feature
misbinding). Since the global brain state is not
stationary over trials, this may result to a drop in
performance across all trials. Part of the difference
between fission and fusion might be explained by the
relationship of total activation within this uncertainty
window, at least within a single modality. For example,
they might follow an internal (motor) preference to one
of the two response keys. A systematic bias to report
one of the responses (e.g., two flashes) would result in
more ‘‘fission’’ reports than expected and less fusion
reports (or vice versa for bias to respond to one flash).
When plotted across SOA, this account predicts that
fission and fusion would develop from larger to smaller
SOAs in the opposite direction (one increasing, the
other decreasing). The data show this is clearly not the
case (Figure 5) and therefore a systematic response bias
to one specific button press during an increase of
uncertainty (based on smaller SOAs) is not a tenable
account. Instead it may be that the concurrent
information available through the irrelevant sensory
channel becomes harder to ignore when the salience is
higher compared to that of the target.
Another consequence of perceptual uncertainty at
short SOAs could be that responses become more
variable or even random. Random responding at the
smallest SOA of 30 ms would predict the proportion of
veridical responses to be at chance level, and responses
under high uncertainty would tend to give a similar
result (Boenke, Deliano, & Ohl, 2009). This pattern of
results can be seen in the visual condition of Figure 5a
and is also compatible with the integration model
proposed by Shams et al. (2005). In this model, the
number of inducers is integrated with the number of
targets in a Bayesian fashion with the number of
reported targets tending to follow the number of
inducer events (see also Chatterjee et al., 2011 for a
discussion on this point and the failure to find this for
the visual inducer condition, p.13).
Visual compared to auditory and AV inducers
Comparing the fission and fusion effects between
the three modalities shows they follow different time
courses, as evidenced by the significant interactions in
the ANOVAs comparing modalities. This interaction
is attributable to vision differing from the other two
conditions, since a separate ANOVA showed that
auditory and AV time courses did not differ signifi-
cantly for either fission or fusion. Looking at the data
(Figure 5a), it is clear that the fission effect peaks later
for vision than for the auditory and AV conditions, at
around 50 ms SOA, which again is consistent with a
poorer temporal resolution for vision than for
audition; that is to say, the visual inducer is at the
smallest SOA not individuated and has therefore no
impact on the reported number of targets. This way of
thinking would be consistent with the notion that
inducers need to be present at ‘‘later’’ stages of
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processing as two identifiable tokens, which, in turn,
implies that if the explanation of perceptual uncer-
tainty holds, this uncertainty is relatively late in the
processing stream. This also suggests that conscious
perception of two flashes may be necessary for the
visually induced fission effect to occur.
Since the effect of the audiovisual inducers does not
seem to be additive, it seems likely that individual
observers might have had a tendency to follow either
vision or audition. A given observer, for instance,
might have a tendency to use the information available
in the auditory modality whereas another might use the
visual modality. These kinds of differences between
observers have been observed in audiovisual temporal
tasks such as synchrony or temporal order judgments
(Boenke et al., 2009; Stone et al., 2001). It is also
possible that a given observer might alternate between
relying on vision or audition across trials, particularly if
stimulus conditions are not reliable or do not favor the
participant’s preferred modality.
Conclusions
We investigated, for the first time, the differences
and similarities between sound-induced and vision-
induced fission and fusion illusions, the relative
influence of sound and vision on visual event
perception, and the time course of both types of
illusion. Visually induced illusions showed a different
time course to those induced by sound, and unlike
previous researchers (Chatterjee et al., 2011; although
see Wilson & Singer, 1981). We found that viewing
both single and double (‘‘incongruent’) inducing
flashes as distractors could affect the perception of the
number of target flashes. These effects had different
time courses, with ‘‘fusion’’ peaking earlier and
declining sooner that ‘‘fission’’ for vision, which might
explain why previous research has failed to find fusion
for visually induced flash illusions. For the sound-
induced effect—the traditional SIFI—we did not find
a difference between the time course or strength of the
illusions of fission and fusion. In general, sound-
induced effects were stronger, but combining auditory
and visual inducers did not enhance the effect. Adding
conflicting auditory and visual cues resulted in effects
that suggested that observers would, in general, follow
the auditory temporal cues. In other words, the effect
of visual inducers was negated by introducing sounds
that were synchronous with the test flashes. Overall,
the evidence suggests that the two effects may well
stem from a similar mechanism that is involved in
reducing perceptual uncertainty; the difference in time
course is most likely to be due to differing temporal
resolutions, and thus different levels of temporal
certainty, for vision and audition.
Keywords: temporal vision, illusory flash, fission,
fusion, cross-modal perception
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